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Description:

The ultimate preparation for the USMLE Step 3―completely revised and updated!

•    The resident’s trusted, one-stop guide to acing the Step 3―written by residents and reviewed by
faculty for accuracy
•    Packed with proven test-taking strategies for the newly revised, 2-day exam
•    Concise, high-yield format highlights board-relevant information

http://red.wutf.space/books2/?id=2780&m=Top10000&d=20-10-09


•    Renewed emphasis on integrated pathophysiology, plus diagnosis and management “next steps”
•    100 mini-cases ideally prepare you for the case portion of the exam
•    More study-enhancing, vignette-style “flash cards” and full-color clinical images
•    Resident-tested tips and shortcuts for the CCS
•    And more!
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